Apartheid reforms include scrapping laws says white government

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa - The white government formally announced yesterday that it will make the most sweeping reforms in generations of apartheid by scrapping dozens of laws that restrict the movements of blacks. But it said blacks will still not be permitted to live in white residential areas.

Anti-apartheid leaders complained that the reforms, while welcome, do not address the fundamental problems of the country.

In another action, Justice Minister Michael Nel yesterday said that the government planned to introduce legislation to end the death penalty.

The government said a maximum of 245 prisoners were affected by the move.

On the other hand, the government said it would be free to move from one city or town to another seeking work but will be allowed to live only in authorized residential areas, not with the country's five million whites.

Anglican Bishop Desmond Tutu, one of the country's best-known black leaders, cautioned blacks to be aware and informed of other legislation.

"Some of the influx control laws are being brought in to control the government policy statement," Said Tutu, who won the Nobel Peace Prize last month. "I have just been elected archbishop of Cape Town."

The government said it was morose, a spokesman for the anti-apartheid United Democratic Front coalition, said.

See APARTHEID, page 3

U.S. action in Europe predicted by official

"For this reason, we want to make the public opinion aware of this campaign which is staged by the American Administration," he said.

When asked what sort of attacks would be launched, Sharafeddin replied: "Operations similar to the West Berlin nightclub bombing."

An American sergeant and a Turkish woman were killed in the nightclub bombing April 5 and 300 people were injured, 83 of them Americans. The United States says the attacks were planned by Libya.

Sharafeddin was asked how many attacks there would be and replied: "You may ask Mossad and American intelligence. They know the number."

Earlier yesterday evening, the information minister told foreign journalists they must leave the country by the end of the week.

About 250 foreigners were admitted to the North African country after the U.S. announced April 15 on Tripoli and Benghazi. They were kept in one hotel, taken on carefully guided tours and shown what Khadafi wanted them to see.

"Your mission is over," Sharafeddin told the journalists. "I have no more tours were needed."

The government ordered the hotel space.

He denied statements by other officials that the expulsions were ordered in retaliation for actions by Western governments against Libya.

See BRITON, page 3
In Brief

The results of Saint Mary's hall elections were announced last night. The Kate Brown ticket took the August Hall offices, while the Theresa Bosak ticket won the Leman Hall positions. Regina Hall office positions were won by the Ann Marie Khan ticket. The unopposed Julie Parrish ticket took the Mc- Candlines Hall offices. A run-off election for Holy Cross Hall of­fices will take place tomorrow between the Haline Young and Julie Bennett tickets. Votes may be cast from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Hagan College Center lobby. - The Observer

Freed Soviet dissident Anatoly Shcharansky has agreed to have his memoirs published by Random House, Shcharansky's agent said Tuesday. Shcharansky, who was impr­isoned nine years in Soviet labor camps before being released in Berlin in February, now lives in Israel. He will visit the United States and meet President Reagan next month. Financial and other details of the publishing deal were not immediately divulged. - AP

Drunken driving charges will not be pressed against U.S. Sen. Robert Kasten Jr., R-Wis., according to police. As a first offender, Kasten was eligible for the District of Colum­bia's alcohol diversion course, said the chief of the law enforce­ment section of the district's corporation counsel office Monday. Kasten was arrested Dec. 12 after running a red light, and was ar­raigned on a charge of driving while intoxicated. He has since finished the 12-lesson course on the dangers of drinking and driv­ing. - AP

A grand theft of cocaine charge was made Mon­day against former Bingham Idaho County sheriff's deputy Carl Johnson, who was honored less than four months ago for his work against drug abuse. Johnson, who resigned as deputy last Fri­day as state officials began investigating the allegations, was free on his own recognizance pending his arraignment yesterday in Mag­gie Valley. The charge came after a warrant­ed investigation by the Department of Law Enforcement found two ounces of cocaine unaccounted for in the county's evidence inven­tory. Sheriff Roy Nelson said. - AP

Weather

Blow off work. Mostly sunny, breezy and warmer today with the high in the lower 70s. Partly cloudy tonight and tomor­row. Low tomorrow night near 50. High Fri­day near 75. - AP
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Still Renting for Fall 1986
Now under Construction:
(Ready for use this May)
Tennis
Basketball
Volleyball
Indoor pool, Jacuzzi, Exercise equip. available
Phone for Special Summer Rates
Reserve Now - Call 272-1441

Attention Clubs and Halls

Due to LaFortune Renovations, the Treasurer's Office is closing early.
All check requests for 1985-86 funds MUST be received by

MONDAY, APRIL 28 at 4pm
in the Treasurer's Office
2nd floor LaFortune

Meet:
Notre Dame Football Coach

LOU HOLTZ

at the BLUE & GOLD Pep rally
Friday, april 25, 7:00 pm
Enter Northwest Stadium Gates

** If rain: Main Arena of the ACC 7:00 pm

Sponsored by the Around the Corner Club and Student Government
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Administration, Congress divided over budget-balancing restrictions

WASHINGTON - The Reagan administration clashed with Congress yesterday in a Supreme Court confrontation over the validity of the law that requires a balanced budget by 1991.

Under brisk questioning from the justices, both sides engaged in a highly technical debate with far-reaching practical consequences.

Charles Fried, the administration's top courtroom lawyer, challenged the central provision of the law - the Gramm-Rudman Act - that empowers the comptroller general to determine required levels of deficit reduction.

"Here we have an officer who gives orders to the president," said Fried. "These powers are entirely novel."

He argued that the role of the comptroller general is unlawful because he performs executive functions under Gramm-Rudman but may not be fired by the president.

"This grant of authority violates the Constitution," Fried said.

Several justices suggested the comptroller general is actually a legislative officer, not an independent agent.

The court, expediting considerations of the dispute, is expected to announce its decision by early July.

Finally, someone has come up with ways to help you get through college.

Our Macintosh Plus personal computer And our Macintosh 512K enhanced personal computer Macintosh Plus is designed to give more power to faculty members. It has one full megabyte of RAM, 128K of ROM, and a double-sided, 800K internal disk drive.

Macs have a reputation for being expensive. But our Macintosh Plus comes complete with all the features you need at a price you can afford. It's a powerful tool that allows you to do everything you need to do. And it's easy to use.

Visit your campus microcomputer center for more information and a demonstration. After all, students aren't the only ones who need a little help getting through college.
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Pseudo-Stones
A Mick imitator displays his Ups in last night's Airband contest
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McMachine Gun
Italian carabiniera (para-military police), armed with submachine guns and bullet-proof vests, guard the entrance of McDonald's in downtown Rome Monday. All possible terrorist targets are being heavily guarded.

It has finally arrived....

The 1986 Dome
Pick up your yearbook outside Stepan Center
Freshmen and all other students get your yearbook today
Now is the time to get it!
Bring your Student I.D.

We are winning.

ND receives $681,252 in grants to fund research and equipment
Notre Dame received $681,252 in grants during March for the support of research equipment, service programs and other projects. Research funds totaled $531,503 including:
$12,000 from the Office of Naval Research for theoretical studies of semiconducting superlattices and microstructure by John Dow, Freimann professor of physics.
$65,100 from the National Science Foundation for research on wrinkling in sheet metal forming by Lawrence Lee, professor of aerospace and mechanical engineering.
$47,431 from the U.S. Navy for theoretical studies of phase transitions in mixed semiconducting alloys by Kathie Newman, associate professor of physics.
$33,400 from the American Chemical Society for a study of thermal radiation and conduction in porous media by William Serr, chairman of professor of chemical engineering.
$30,000 from the National Science Foundation for a study of John Herschell's contributions to astronomy by Michael Crowe, professor in the Program of Liberal Studies.
$29,500 from the National Science Foundation as a supplement to the Presidential Young Investigator award for Jeffrey Kuen
tor, assistant professor of chemical engineering.
$25,000 from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration for research on turbulent boundary layer structure by Hafiz Acazi, professor of aerospace and mechanical engineering.
$20,000 from the Shell Development Co. for the study of hydraulic fracture by Nai-Chien Huang, professor of aerospace and mechanical engineering.
$19,709 from Catholic University of America for a study of Eratosthenes Pico debates by Daniel Sheering, associate professor of modern and classical languages.
$15,091 from the National Science Foundation for the development of new techniques in rapid data acquisition of Halley's comet by Terrence Rettig, assistant professor of physics, and Randall Freimann, associate professor of physics.
$13,000 from the National Institutes of Health for the minority thermal radiation and conduction in porous media by William Serr, chairman of professor of chemical engineering.
$12,000 from the Office of Naval Research for theoretical studies of phase transitions in mixed semiconducting alloys by Kathie Newman, associate professor of physics.
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bonds on campus," she said. She also expressed her concern for better publicizing of movies at Saint Mary's.

Traditional Events Commissioner Lisa Lawler said next year's Fall Fest is scheduled for Sept. 24-25. Tentative events include volleyball tournaments, an international dinner, a band performance and the carnival at Saint Mary's for next year.

She said Founders Day will be held Oct. 14, and the Christmas Bazaar is scheduled for Dec. 8-12. Lawler also said she is excited about planning a possible winter carnival at Saint Mary's for next year.

Vice-President for Student Affairs Sarah Cook said planned events should be considered in terms of probable student response.

"When planning events, we have to honest with ourselves. Will this really go over with the students?" she asked.

The board's meeting was held at Haggar College Center.

Thanks to you... it works... for ALL OF US

United Way

55345 Fir Road
Mishawaka, IN 46545
(219) 272-7144

We are winning.

Welcome Golden Flash!
STEPHANIE SIEGEL  
features writer

What do the Great Hall in O'Shaughnessy, the front of the library, Lewis Hall courtyard and chapel, Sacred Heart Church, Morau Seminar, O'Shaughnessy courtyard and many other areas at Notre Dame have in common with the major museum in the world? All these locations contain works of the renowned Yugoslavian sculptor Ivan Mestrovic who actually worked and taught at this University for the last eight years of his life. Few students seem aware of the contributions this great man and exceptional artist made to the world and to Notre Dame. From his personal crusade against the evils of communism in his own country, Croatia (later to become Yugoslavia), to the work ethic he taught his dedication to his art, to his inherent spirituality, Mestrovic is an example for all.

Ivan Mestrovic was born in Vrpolje in present-day Yugoslavia on August 15, 1883. His father had been a stone mason as a young man and Ivan first became interested in sculpture by observing his work. From an early age, while tending sheep, Ivan make wood and stone carvings and taught himself to read and write from the Bible, becoming the only literate person in his village. At fifteen he was apprenticed to a stonecutter and less than a year later, through the influence of his personal crusade against the evils of communism in his own country, Croatia (later to become Yugoslavia), to the work ethic he taught his dedication to his art, to his inherent spirituality, Mestrovic is an example for all.

From his first exhibit in Vienna, Mestrovic became regarded as a revolutionary in art. After four years at the Academy his images of the people and the legendary figures of Croatia and the Bible had not changed much. However, succeeding exhibits marked Mestrovic as a leading nationalist since his work served to inspire his people in their fight for emancipation from the Austro-Hungarian empire. Although Mestrovic was now identified as a political figure and had joined the radical Vienna Secessionists, he never neglected his work. Experimenting in a more impressionistic style and creating a large number of portraits, figurals groups and nudes, he exhibited throughout Europe and achieved international recognition. In fact, at this time he became acquainted with the world renowned August Rodin who proclaimed Mestrovic "the greatest phenomenon amongst the sculptors."

Threatened with imminent arrest at the outbreak of WWI because of his efforts in the fight for a unified and independent Yugoslavia, Mestrovic fled to Italy. At the end of the war the formation of a Yugoslav ruled by the dictator King Alexander I, was not the solution Mestrovic had dreamed of. Consequently he refused election to any office in the new government and continued his work in veritable seclusion.

By the onset of World War II Mestrovic was so well known that he received a personal summons from Hitler. In refusing it he was reported to have said, "I am a little man in a little studio in a little province, but I don't have to shake hands with a murderer." Whether or not this story is correct he was arrested soon after his refusal and only released as a result of Vatican intervention. He spent the rest of the war as a refugee in Switzerland, as any return to his homeland was frustrated by the presence of Tito's communism, which had succeeded Fascism in Yugoslavia. Shortly after the war he accepted several religious commissions in Rome but in 1947 moved on to America.

In the United States Mestrovic first accepted a professorship at Syracuse University but as his work at this time was almost entirely devoted to the portrayal of religious figures and portraits he was disappointed in the non-spiritual atmosphere of the school. So when the Rev. Anthony J. Lauck, C.S.C suggested that the religious setting of Notre Dame be more conducive to his kind of work, he was extremely amenable to the idea. In September of 1955, following Fr. Hesburgh's offer of an extensive studio and a Distinguished Professorship, Ivan Mestrovic came to Notre Dame.

The students called him "Maestro" and had a deep admiration for this short, bearded man. He taught in the Old World tradition, giving critiques of their work as he continued with his own. Professor Robert Lauck had joined the staff of the Art Department shortly before Mestrovic's arrival and offered several insights into his role here at Notre Dame. It seems that Mestrovic was adamant about a successful work of art needing no explanation. He reiterated this fact to his students on one occasion at the expense of an influential visitor. The woman purportedly pointed to a recently completed sculpture and said, "Tell us about this one Maestro." He replied, "Madame, I have spent the last six months telling you about this one!" According to Professor Leader, the greatest contribution he made to this University was his instruction, primarily by example, in the success achieved by dedication to the task at hand and never-ending hard work. He worked harder and longer than any student on campus and at age 73 was more than twice their age. In his work he set a standard of excellence for students and professors alike and helped establish art as a respected profession.

Many of Mestrovic's sculptures around the Notre Dame campus have curious histories concerning their construction or acquisition. One such sculpture, Christ and the Samaritan Woman (in the O'Shaughnessy sculpture courtyard) was sent to the studio of the Maestro here at Notre Dame but was shipped to Rome to be bronzed. By explicit directions, on the return trip the bow was tied to the bow of the ship so that the new bronze could attain the natural green coloring produced by salt water.

Another more famous sculpture, the Pietà in Sacred Heart Church was originally conceived after the war in Rome, proceeded to reside in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and finally came to Notre Dame openly exposed on a float to the amazement of other motorists. Mestrovic was once offered $150,000 for this same piece in 1955 by Marshall Tito but preferred not to give any demonstration of support to the communist regime. There are quite a few other interesting examples of his work on campus as well, many of which are consolidated in his old studio (now a gallery of the Snite Museum).

Ivan Mestrovic worked until January 16, 1962 when he fell ill in his studio and died later the same day. However, the spirit of Mestrovic is still alive at Notre Dame, as he once said, "Our works in this world are the impressions left by the wings of our souls, which though they are not eternal are the impress of an eternal being." It is especially important to be aware of this outstanding man as he made a lasting imprint, not only on Notre Dame but on the world, in the words of Ante Tresic, a Croatian writer, "Mestrovic is not only a great artist but a very profound thinker. He is Protes in everlasting evolution, always the same, yet always different, like the time and ambient atmosphere in which he works. He tries to express all the sentiments we share not only of his nation, but of all humanity. He belongs not only to one nation but to all nations and all times."
NHL playoff action

New York Rangers center Mike Ridley (18) tries to get the puck through Washington Capitals player Daryl Evans (14). Rangers Bob Brooks tied the game and then scored the game-winning goal to edge the Caps 6-5 last night, that won the series at two games apiece.

The Observer Sports Briefs

The Blue-Gold football game will be held Saturday at 11:30 a.m. in Notre Dame Stadium. Notre Dame and St. Mary's every brief must include the phone number of the person submitting it. The Observer

The An Tostal Hangover 5-K run will be held on Saturday at 9:30 a.m. starting at Stepan Center. Registration will take place the morning of the race at 8:30, also at Stepan. For more information call Jeff Westshoven at 283-3559. The Observer

Observer Sports Briefs are accepted Sunday through Friday from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. at the Ob- sserver office on the third floor of LaFollette. Briefs should be submitted on the forms available at that office, and each brief must include the phone number of the person submitting it. The Observer

Classifieds

NOTICES

LOST APRIL 18, CASH TOUCH S&PEN. $15 reward. Found in dorm. If you have it or know where it is please call Chuck XX 3366.

LOST KEYS, APRIL 18, ON SOUTH QUAD OR DISSOLVED IN UNIVERSITY PARK MAIL. There were two keys on a plain ring with NO KEY NAME. Please call Chuck ZX 4366.

LOST: $16 FOR COMMENCEMENT. If you've got it, call Shelf at 287, 5942.

LOST $16 FOR COMMENCEMENT. If you've got it, call Shelf at 287, 5942.

FOUND MENS CLASSIC RING by Art Paster. Size 7 1/2, found in Student Recreation Center. Call Paster at 232 6945.

FOUND CAMERA AT SENSOR BAR OPENING PITCH. CALL TOM at 272 2496.

HELP! Lost wallet in city center. If you find it, please call 283 6228. I can promise you'll have some friends.
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Classifieds

NOTICES

LOST: KEY CHAIN with yellow house. Please help me by calling 283-9656.

LOST: SELL YOUR CLASS BOOKS FOR $$$

LOST: KEYS, APRIL 9, ON SOUTH RIDGE. Please help. Call 805 4655.

LOST: SILVER RING (ADJUSTABLE), TWO HEARTS DESIGN. REWARD. Please help.
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Zackrison.
"I feel very good about the pro-
gression of the tight ends so far," said Stewart. "I think Joel has real-
ly come on this spring, and I think he has a chance to follow the tradi-
tion here and be a great tight end. But Andy Heck could be also with
the physical tools he possesses. But there's no question we're in ade-
quate shape right now."

offensive backfield

When record-setting tailback Alonzo Jefferson, who is back up, Alonzo Jefferson, who is still recovering from a severe knee injury. When in the first week of spring workouts, incumbent backfield Frank Stamps and freshman tailback D'Juan Fran-
cisco both suffered injuries which grounded them for the remainder of
the term.

Still, most viewers of the Notre Dame practices could not help but be impressed by the early showing of many of the freshmen on the
bench. Included in this group of satisfied observers is Stock.

"The injuries have hurt us and we have a long way to go but if we can stay on track we can be very effec-
tive and proficient," he said. "The backfield position has been
achieved throughout by Hiawatha Francisco. But his availability is
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Irish baseball breaks losing streak

By BOB GORDON
Sports Writer

The Irish baseball team entered
yesterday's action riding an eight-
game losing streak. The most re-
cent loss an 18-0 thrashing, featur-
ing nine Irish errors. Pitcher Mike
Pesavento gunned down a trying
Shields home. After an inning-strikeout by Rich Vanshoort, the Irish and Falcons were deadlocked at three.

At the top of the seventh, Chenail gave way to relief pitcher Mike Harmon, who was the even-
tual tough luck loser. Harmon, now 3-3, gave a gutsy performance with help from leftfielder Pat Pesavento.

Pesavento gunned down a trying
to tag up from third with the go-
ahead run. Pesavento was also a
mainstay on the bases with two extra-inning hits, but he did just
that stay as Irish bats failed to

Harmon's only mistake was a
lethal one, a one-out homer to Falcons Rich Welch. Bowling Green
tuschi Green pitcher Steve Hiffman got the victory. Harmon's 4 1/3
scores in innings string ended as did the
game.

The loss was especially frustrat-
ing to Notre Dame head
coach Larry Gallo, who said, "I
really hurt because we had our op-
portunities." In the nightcap, the Irish took
out ALL that frustration on Bowling
Green, pounding them 15-4.

Shields and Pesavento led the
outing with four and three hits re-
spectively, as two of Shields' hits
were homers.

Irish pitcher Mark Wattzke
courted the distance as Falcons left-
fielder Jeff Hook served up six runs in only one inning. For his
one timing of "work", Hook got
earned the loss, before getting the
book.

Notre Dame scored early and
often with three in the first, four in

these three productive innings,
Shields, with five RBIs, in the
game, wrapped three hits and
two runs scored. Pesavento and
Norm Diebel each had two hits and
two runs scored, and Tom Guielle
third twice after being hit by
pitch and then singling.

Tom Shields put a fitting ex-
clamation point in breaking the los-
ing streak with his second homer in 16-2. The Falcons were deadlocked at three.

Kevin Dowen scored an unassisted
goal 1:07 into overtime, lifting the
Hartford Whalers to a 2-1 victory
over the Montreal Canadiens last
time. The Adams Division series is
tied at two games apiece. The fifth

of the series will be played
tomorrow night at Montreal.

Dineen picked the puck up in the
neutral zone, stepped around
defensive forward Robby Robinson and lifted a wrist shot over Canadiens
goalie Patrick Roy.

Mark Moshier had scored a
power-play goal with 7:38 remain-
ing in regulation to tie the game for Montreal.

The Whalers scored first in the
first period when a shot by Sylvain Turgeon from close range was par-
tially deflected by Roy and stuffed
into the net by Stewart.

Two other series with surprising
results so far continue tonight, with
Edmonton at Calgary and St. Louis at Toronto.
Physical play intensifies in Women's Bookstore

By KATHLEEN MCKERNAN
Sports Writer

Referees started work yesterday in the quarterfinals of the Women's Bookstore Basketball Tournament – and not a round too soon, as moments of physical play increased with the level of competition. Advancing to the semis are We Weren't Cheerleaders in High School, Double Decker Oreo Cookie, Revenge of the Quintic, and The Almosts.

We Weren't Cheerleaders in High School continued its winning moments of physical play increased and not a round too soon, as Kate Henley, Regi Richter and Kara England. A fourth, Mimi Storen, went all the way to the finals with three of its five players. Marilu Brown, and freshman volleyball players Zanette Beare and Rochelle Holder. The Femmes, though, kept up with the Cookie. At one point late in the game, Cookie only led 15-13. In the end, however, Double Decker Oreo pulled ahead to win by a final score of 21-15.

Oreo Cookie balanced its scoring across the roster. Holder finished with seven, Benkowski with six and Brown with five. For the Femmes, dominating center Janet Shander turned in an excellent 9-of-12 performance.

The Almosts, the tournament's third seed, used superior team organization to defeat The Pacers, 21-14. The third seed was simply overpowering on the boards. Patti Miledi pulled down 15, Mary Ellen Miledi had 13 and Laura Gleason grabbed 11.

Most of The Pacers managed to work out a scheduling conflict with registration at Saint Mary's, but the game still began without Lisa McGrath. McGrath entered the competition about 15 minutes into the game as the Pacers were trailing 8-3. Jens Hart's six points and ten rebounds led the Pacers. Eight points from Gleason carried The Almosts.

The final four remaining teams report at day tomorrow before beginning the semifinals on Saturday We Weren't Cheerleaders in High School will take on Double Decker Oreo Cookie, and Revenge of the Quintic play The Almosts at 5 Sunday on the Stepan courts.
Golfers expect a fight with tough Ohio teams

By ORLANDO RUBIANO
Sports Writer

After spending last weekend in Columbus, the men's golf team will once again return to Ohio. This weekend's site will be in Kent, Ohio where the Irish will participate in the 13th annual Kent St. invitational, as Ball St., Miami of Ohio, N. Illinois, Ohio and Kent St. are all ranked in the top 10. Windmill Laken Golf Club will be the site of the tournament, with the format calling for 36 holes Friday, and Saturday and the 19th, before starting play Saturday at 8:00 a.m. They will be paired with tournament favorite Kent St.

Notre Dame coach Noel O'Sullivan says his squad is looking forward to a stiff challenge this weekend, as the team will be making its first appearance in the annual tournament.

"We are very hopeful that this will be a good tournament for us, we need to improve upon last week's finish," O'Sullivan says. "I know we can win this tournament, whether we do or not of course, remains to be seen. Looking at it realistically, I would be happy with at least a top three placement. That would be a real compliment for the team."

The Irish hopes for a top finish will ultimately depend on the character of the team. From the ranks emerges one person who exemplifies the word, character. According to O'Sullivan, senior Lon Huffman has exhibited this trait, especially over the last three weeks.

"Lon has been hitting the best, by far, lately," says O'Sullivan. "He has been our number one guy in the last two tournaments we have been in, and in my eyes he has played very impressively."

O'Sullivan also noted that sophomore Richard Connolly could be a pleasant surprise in the tournament.

"Rich is capable of shooting good rounds, which we would most certainly like to see him get, so I think he could be a big factor in us doing well this weekend."

Naturally, the other members of the team will have to pull their own weight if the club has any illusions of finishing first. But, there is little doubt in O'Sullivan's mind that they can win the whole thing.

"I know we can win this tournament, whether we do or not of course, remains to be seen. Looking at it realistically, I would be happy with at least a top three placement. That would be a real compliment for the team."

In the slam dunk contest, Peters used an air toss-bounce-slam move to please not only the judges but the crowd for the win. Despite his lack of size, David Rivers used impressive leaping ability to impress above the rim for second place. Peter Hebert finished third with a solid array of slams.

At the nine foot level, Buscher twirled through a 360-degree leap from the boards to take first. Mike Shimota placed second and Mike Moore third to round out the short man's division. Unfortunately, the crowd was appeased by only one baseline slam by Ken Barlow, as both Barlow and Donald Royal declined the cheers of the gallery...
Today

Bloom County

"Hello, I'm Zero McSosh. My name is Zero McSosh and I'm participating in Notre Pans' phone-a-thon. If you want to help, HE'S ABOUT TO HAVE A STATIST. If you want to help, HE'S ABOUT TO HAVE A STATIST."

The Daily Crossword

ACROSS
1  Handsom
2  5 Launched
3  9 Venerable monk
4  13 Taj Mahal site
5  14 Deer implements
6  16 Russ. sea
7  17 Risking
8  20 Pullet product
9  21 Coarse
10  22 Actress Dahl
11  23 Canape paste
12  24 Camembert kin
13  25 Rodent
14  26 Certain desks
15  27 2nd Hockey
16  28 Gets one's
darling
17  29 Baptism bench
18  30 — Say
day
19  31 Gun a motor
20  32 Pullet product
21  33 Coarse
22  34 Actress Dahl
23  35 Canape paste
24  36 Clayey
25  37 Mast and boom
26  38 Severity
27  39 Express
beliefs
28  40 Change in
Chihuahua
29  41 More torrid
30  42 Fit for
plowing
31  43 O pposite
44  44 Distinctive
45  45 What storm
clouds do
46  46 Marked down
47  47 Trunk spare
48  48 Clayey
49  49 Trunk spare
50  50 Sticky stuff
51  51 Risky wager
52  52 Midnight's
delight
53  53 Sand coverings
54  54 Thruster
55  55 Evergreen
decorations
56  56 Smelly
57  57 Serious
58  58 Assay
59  59 Lately
60  60 O domes
d61  61 Roll call word

DOWN
1  Packet's target
2  Excited
3  Ship's lock-up
4  Simon or
clemente
5  Gustave forth
6  Give the slip
7  Be mindful of
8  Pair
9  Talbot's
toilet
10  Pa. port
11  Cure
12  North Sea
13  Snaggletooth one
14  Allow
15  Shovel
16  Send coverings
17  Stir to action
18  Clever
19  Mast and boom
20  Oil-extracting
21  Oil-producing
22  Mixed
23  Nuts
24  Very keen
25  Chiming
26  In hot
27  Oil-producing
28  Severity
29  Express
beliefs
30  Change in
Chihuahua
31  Saccharine
32  Condim ent
container
33  Madras money
34  Evening
35  Affluence
36  Alas!
37  Election
district
38  Trivial
39  Container
40  Condim ent
carrier
41  Flammable
42  Fit for
plowing
43  Chimes
44  Opposite
45  Chair
46  Finer works
47  Bright star
48  Clubs e.g.
49  Salver
50  Proffer
51  Lyme
52  Grimm monster
53  Be obligated
54  Oratorio
55  Cry of satis­faction
56  Pindar works
57  Bright star
58  Clubs e.g.
59  Be obligated
60  Oratorio
61  Pindar works

The Student Activities Board presents:
SUMMER of '42

Student Activities Board presents:

COCOON

Friday, April 25
Saturday, April 26
7:00, 9:15, 11:30 pm
Engineering Auditorium
$1.50

Please no food or drink in auditorium.

The Far Side

Gary Larson

Neither rain nor snow nor sleet nor hail, they said, could stop the mail. ...
But they didn't figure on Rexbo.

Student Activities Board presents:
SUMMER of '42

Wednesday, April 23
Thursday, April 24
7:00, 9:00, 11:00 pm
Engineering Auditorium
$1.00

Please no food or drink in auditorium.

The Daily Crossword

"OK, let's take a look at you."
The Bookstore XV Sweet Sixteen offered some intense battles yesterday as survival of the fittest narrowed the field to eight teams. The Bookstore courts also witnessed the high-flying slam dunk competition, producing some surprises with Jeff Peters garnering the 10-foot category, and John Buscher slamming for first from nine feet.

With the advent of referees for the third day, perhaps the most controversial game was The Embarrassing Stains' 21-18 victory over Mr. Coffey and the Non-Dairy Creamers.

Tim Kempton's 9-of-21 with 12 rebounds, and Mike Kelly's 11 rebounds for the Stains overpowered Creamers' big men Pete Hebert and Dave McCuffey, 7-of-26, both gave fine performances in the losing effort. Tequila White Lightning outlasted a strong second half rally to defeat Tofu Chaka Khan, 21-16. Key free throw shooting and defensive play by Sean Cullinan, 8-of-14, resulted in a Crazy 21-17 victory. Crazy man Chris Perozek was the key performer shooting 5-of-9. Pit players Joe Price, 4-of-15, and Cedric Figaro, 6-of-6, were off, as Pit shot 13-of-49 from the field. "It was a very physical game in side, we used to run but were hindered by injuries," said Crazy guard Carlton West. "We will need a solid effort against the Fun Bunch in our next game."

The Fun Bunch Finals showed its intent on repeating as champions, downsing Bad Melon and the Fugitive Guys, 21-8. Steve Tracy, 5-of-11 with nine rebounds, and Greg Dingens, 5-of-6 with 10 rebounds dominated the boards, while the Fugitive Guys could not find the shooting mark, going 8-of-39 from the outside.

No team has demonstrated shooting prowess quite like WBBS with Ed Smerciak in the tournament characterized by inside play. WBBS shot 21-of-36 as a team with Kenny Scheermans was the WBBS high man with 6-of-9 in a quickly played contest which took 25 minutes.

Lee's BBQ Roundhouse grilled Shysters, 21-14, as Jim Dolan went 5-of-9 and Tom Antonini pulled down five rebounds. Shyster Dave Corrigan did the bulk of the shooting for his team, going 6-of-15.

Leone's Stalions won easily against Unidentified Grace Defenders, 21-10. Stalions players Bill Sullivan, 6-of-11 and five rebounds, and John Mordo, 4-of-6, paced the scoring as Mike O'Grady pulled down seven boards. The Defenders went 10-of-49 with Steve Takach taking a game high eight rebounds.

see BOOKSTORE, page 10

Our offensive line is supposed to create huge holes, but not the type that veteran Scannell, Plants, Doerger, and Perrino made with their impending graduations. Fortunately for the Irish, veteran starting guard Shawn Heffern does return to add some stability in the trenches.

This loss of depth, along with the new blocking assignments required by head coach Lou Holtz' new offensive system, has opened things up at every other position on the line but the right guard slot manned by Heffern. Still, the unit as a whole has responded well to the challenge and the holes have begun to fill.